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CAMPUS
If you 're  ever in trouble with the 
Col Poly low, you 'll get to know 
these guys.
OPINION
skyd iv ing is a really cool thing 
to do, or so soys Karen 
Spoeder.
SPORTS
The men's basketball team 
gets an inside look today.
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A n  un identified stroller battles the w in d  and ra in 
Tuesday, as the year's first storm came to SLO. /  
D a ily  photo by  M ichae l Toews
Jursek and Settle battle for mayor’s seat
By Tim Bragg
Daily Staff Writer
Concerns of both the spir­
itual and of the state are 
issues in the upcoming race 
for mayor of San Luis 
Obispo.
Incumbent Mayor Allen 
Settle, a Cal Poly political 
science professor for 25 
years, is again faced by chal­
lenger Lark dursek. a 
retired PC&E employee.
While Settle said his campaign focuses 
on issues such as transportation and 
inter-government relations, Jursek’s 
campaign focuses on spiritual aspects.
"The root of our problems are spiritu­
al,” said dursek, a 15-year resident of 
San Luis Obispo.
After losing to Settle in the last may- 
oral election two years ago, dursek 
decided to modify his original campaign 
slogan, "In God We 'IVust," becau.se 
it turned off too many voters who 
were not Christian, he said.
dursek said that simply reacting 
to problems will not solve anything.
“One ounce of prevention is 
worth a pound of cure,” he said. 
“More preventive measures need to 
be taken. We need to look into 
improving the poor transportation 
here, such as putting large vehicles 
on the perimeter and creating more
Allen Settle
bike paths.”
'Transportation is an 
issue Settle said he also 
plans to address. The father 
of two said Cal Poly students 
should be able to enjoy free 
bus transportation and 
hopes the city and the school 
can work together to find 
funding.
Providing for future 
growth is an issue Settle 
said he plans to tackle. He 
said the city should pursue 
obtaining water from Nacimiento Lake 
to handle the city's future water needs.
Settle said that although current 
reser\'oirs are adeijuati*. they will he 
stretched as the city grows.
'The city currently gets water I’rom 
the Salinas and Whalerock Ke.servoirs. 
Settle said that these reservoirs were 
barely adequate during the last drought 
that lasted from 1989 to 1992. He wants
^ __Election *96.
Lark Jursek. /  Daily 
photo by Michael Toews
Election '96 profiles candidates and issues which 
are important to students. Watch for continuing 
coverage up to election day, Nov. 5.
Today, we focus on
Mayoral, City Council races, 
Measure O and Proposition 215
the city to be 
able to survive 
a drought with­
out having to 
turn to water 
rationing.
Both candi­
dates said pro­
viding housing 
is an issue the 
city needs to 
address. 'They 
both said more 
on-campus stu­
dent housing
needs to be provided by Cal Poly.
Settle said that he would inv(*stigate 
*he possibility of converting unuseii bar 
racks at Camp San Luis for siuuiait u.u' 
since the National Guard mostly uses 
the buildings in the summer.
Measure O, which would create an 
assessment district to raise funds from 
property taxes so the city could acquire 
land on the out skirts of town, is 
not popular with either candi­
date.
Settle said he voted to have 
the measure put on the ballot, 
but he is concerned that, if 
passed. Measure O would be 
canceled out by the passing of 
state ballot Proposition 218. 
Settle said the proposition 
would not allow cities to create
See MAYOR page 7
City Council race heats up with four candidates
Lance Parker Kathy Smith Pat Veesart Dave Romero
By Jennifer Burk
Daily Stoff Writer
San Luis Obispo City Council candi­
date Lance I’arker said he joined the race 
on the “total spur of the moment.”
He said he has no hidden agendas or 
special interests, but just wants to listen 
to the people.
He claims the other candidates do not 
listen to the voters. They have their ideas 
and if the voters ideas do not fit in with 
their own, then they don’t li.sten, he said.
“1 have no preconceived ideas, so 1 lis­
ten instead,” he said.
As with the other candidates, Parker 
said that an additional water supply is 
needed. He sees three alternatives which 
include the Nacimiento Project, Salinas 
Dam Project and the State Water Project. 
However, he is against using the State 
Water Project bt*cau.se there are no guar­
antees that the water will be there when 
the city needs it since others will be tap­
ping that resource. Instead, he said the 
city should keep the retrofit plan in place, 
conserve water and possibly start an 
incentive program.
“Water rates are so high because dur­
ing our drought years we conserved so 
much water that the water companies 
weren’t making any money, so they raised 
the prices,” he .said, pointing to his water
See PARKER page 10
By Megan Lehtonen
Daily Staff Writer
San Luis Obispo City Council incum- 
bc*nt Kathy Smith is a candidate who said 
she believes in balance.
Striving to maintain her position. 
Smith said she looks both at environmen­
tal protection and economic growth 
impact of issues and backs ideas that will 
be beneficial to both sides, unlike her 
opponents.
“1 like to be objective and look at all 
sides of an issue,” she said. “It’s kind of an 
academic approach. I differ from the 
other candidates because I go in with an 
open mind. I try not to have any precon­
ceived notions.”
Smith, who is executive director of the 
Literary Council, was appointed to the 
city council two years ago to fill Allan 
Settle’s seat when he was elected mayor. 
After being appointed by the council, 
Smith said she hopes to maintain its cur­
rent representation.
In addition to her time serving on city 
council. Smith said her 23 years of man­
agement positions in nonprofit hospitals 
and health care organizations add to her 
leadership experinece.
A staunch supporter of Measure O, the 
open space advisory measure, she said
See SMITH page 11
By Megan Lehtonen
Daily Staff Writer
As election day draws near, San Luis 
Obispo City Council candidate Pat 
Veesart remains pleased with his current 
campaign.
Veesart, who ran unsuccessfully for a 
seat on the council in 1992, is a candidate 
who, he says, is looking to represent the 
environmental platform within the com­
munity.
Veesart did not have the intention to 
run for this election but decided to at the 
last minute when no one else came for­
ward to challenge incumbents Dave 
Romero and Kathy Smith.
“I was not inclined to run,” he said. 
“My life is full and complete, but I was 
compelled to do it because no one else 
was,” Veesart said. “I am happy with my 
decision, even though it was a reluctant 
one.”
His interest in neighborhood protec­
tion also prompted him to run. He feels 
that neighborhoods need to be insulated 
from the negative impacts of commercial 
growth, and that they are not expendable 
in the interest of growth.
As for his position on traffic and trans­
portation, he believes that the city gov­
ernment needs to get serious about limit-
See VEESART page 8
By Jennifer Burk
Daily Staff Writer
At one time, San Luis Obispo City 
Council incumbent Dave Romero thought 
he w’as going to run an uncontested race 
with incumbent Kathy Smith. At the last 
minute, Lance Parker and Pat Veesart 
pledged themselves as candidates in the 
Nov. 5 election.
With two open spots on the council. 
Romero, coming off of a four-year term, 
said his past experience speaks for itself.
In the past, his role on the council has 
forced him to take direct action in the out­
comes of council decisions. He served on 
the Economic Opportunity Commission, 
Performing Arts Center Steering 
Committee, Student Community Liai.son 
Committee, North County Water Ta.sk 
Force, Regional Water Management 
Committee, CMC Citizens’ Advisory 
Committee and he integrated Waste 
Management Authority and served as 
vice mayor.
“I believe my actions, efforts and deci­
sions all speak clearly of the vision I have 
for San Luis Obispo.”
As the city’s public works director 
between 1956 and 1992, Romero has a 
broad cross section of support throughout 
the community.
“My 36 years as a city department 
See ROMERO page 10
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TODAY
ASI Films will present Tim Burton's "The Nightmare Before 
Christmas" on Wednesday, Oct. 30  at 9 p.m. in Chumash 
Auditorium for $1. For information call 756-1112,
UPCOMING
The Physics Colloquium is proud to present Thomas Payne, an 
honored chemistry alumni from 1958, who will talk about his 
experience at Cal Poly and the current job situation Thursday, Oct. 
31 at 11 a.m. in Bldg.52, room C36. For more information call
756-2694.
Kappa Chi (KX) Fraternity will feature their 39th annual Haunted 
House on Thursday, Oct. 31 open at dusk and located at 844 
Upham St. For more information call 546-0307.
The Zoological Society's Z O O  BO O  Committee is gearing up for a 
Halloween Carnival for all ages on Oct. 31 at 4:30 p.m. 
Admission is $1, games & food 25 cents. For more information call
461-1234 or 466-4962.
St. Peter's Episcopal Church for a Choral Evensong in observance 
of All Saints' Day, Friday, Nov. 1 at 6 p.m. A  potiuck dinner will 
follow so bring a dish. For more information call 772-2368 or
772-1723.
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Prop. 215 controversy soon to end
By Remi Sklor
Daily Stoff Writer
Voters will decide the fate of 
the controversial medicinal mari­
juana initiative, Proposition 215, 
when they visit the polls Nov. 5.
Those that support the propo­
sition claim it will aid ill people 
while its opponents worry that its 
wording will provide a legal loop­
hole for recreational use of the 
drug.
The proposition “exempts 
patients and defined caregivers 
who possess or cultivate 
marijuana for medicinal 
treatment recommended by 
a physician” who are other­
wise prohibited.
According to Propostion 
215, doctors will not be rep­
rimanded or deprived of any 
rights if they recommend 
the use of marijuana to 
their patients.
Alan McAfee of Hemp -------
For Victory, a San Luis Obispo 
group supporting the legalization 
of marijuana for medicinal pur­
poses and for industrial uses, said 
Proposition 215 should have been 
made law long ago.
“We support it wholehearted­
ly,” McAfee said. “This proposi­
tion is bringing sanity to the 
mess.”
McAfee said that opposing 
Proposition 215 to aid in the “war 
on drugs” targets the wrong indi­
viduals — those who are termi­
nally ill — instead of drug lords.
“Some feel the war on drugs is 
more important than humanity,” 
McAfee said. “We are tired of 
extremely sick people being 
threatened with arrest and jail.”
Proposition 215 brings com­
passion to those desperate to ease 
their suffering, McAfee said.
“Patients get relief from their
pain with safe effective medi­
cine,” McAfee said.
Cal Poly ecology and system­
atic biology sophomore Aimey 
Baiderman got involved with 
Hemp For Victory and Yes On 
215.
“Prop. 215 is important 
because the patients need med­
ical relief now,” Baiderman said. 
“They can’t wait.”
McAfee said that the use of 
marijuana under Proposition 215 
is only condoned for medical rea­
sons and the people who use it for
(Proposition) 215 makes an 
exception for patients^ it does 
not in anyway change the law  
for the ordinary citizen,"
— Alan McAfee, representative 
of Hemp for Victory
recreational uses will still be 
prosecuted.
“(Proposition) 215 makes an 
exception for patients, it does not 
in anyway change the laws for the 
ordinary citizen,” McAfee said. “If 
people use marijuana for recre­
ational use then they break the 
law. To end the myths, 
(Proposition 215) is only about 
medical marijuana. It is clear in 
the initiative if you take the time 
to read it carefully.”
Hemp For Victory is not the 
only group in support of the 
proposition, McAfee said.
“There is wide support for this 
initiative including some 
California medical groups,” 
McAfee said. “Both Republicans 
and Democrats endorse it.”
The initiative is endorsed by 
Assemblyman John Vasconcellos
(D-San Jose), who wrote the orig­
inal bill in 1994. Medical 
Oncologist (Cancer Specialist) 
Richard J . Cohen, M.D. and San 
Francisco District Attorney 
Terence Hallinan.
Those opposed to Proposition 
215, including the ex-president of 
the State Sheriff’s Association 
Brad Gates, President of the 
California District Attorneys 
Association James P. Fox and 
Executive Director of D.A.R.E. 
America Glenn Levant, said the 
proposition is written inadequate- 
______ ly.
Opponents said the 
fine print of the proposi­
tion is vague. The propo­
sition states marijuana 
can be used for “any other 
illness for which marijua­
na provides relief,” which 
could be almost any 
minor illness, critics said.
The San Luis Obispo’s 
Deputy Sheriff’s
Association released a 
statement opposed to Proposition 
215 for the same reason.
“This law has been introduced 
with the intentional vagueness to 
create a 'loophole’ for persons 
wanting to cultivate or possess 
marijuana for recreational pur­
poses,” the statement read.
The Deputy Sheriff’s 
Association said they want those 
who are terminally ill to find 
effective medicine, but 
Proposition -215 will give drug 
dealers a defense in court.
“We agree that persons with 
certain illnesses should be afford­
ed the best pain and alleviating 
treatment as possible,” the state­
ment read. “However, this law 
will make it difficult for law 
enforcement to enforce the exist­
ing law.”
See PROP. 2 1 5  page 6
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Measure 0  proposes 
greenbelt through tax
By Shoshona Hebshi
Gazing at the lush hillsides 
and fields of San Luis Obispo, 
many realize that these natural 
landscapes are one of the city’s 
most precious resources.
Throughout the years, the 
city council has been slowly 
acquiring open-space in order to 
protect the city’s beauty from 
development. Money accumulat­
ed from propertyiilMDNM0, 
sales, beds (paid by hotel/motel 
guests), utility, sewer and water 
taxes allowed the city a $1.4 mil­
lion, 1,563-acre open-space pur­
chase a few weeks ago.
On Nov. 5, taxpayers will vote 
on Measure O which will deter­
mine whether or not they want 
to pay taxes to speed up the 
city’s purchasing process.
Measure O would create an 
assessment district to raise 
funds from property taxes to 
devote to the purchasing of open 
space on the outskirts of the city 
which amounts to 30,000 acres.
An assessment district 
increases property taxes to fund 
a specific purpose or program.
According to Councilman Bill 
Roalman, this assessment dis­
trict would increase property 
taxes by about $50 a year. 
Commercial property taxes 
would be calculated according to 
a property’s square-foot mea­
surements.
If passed, the measure’s taxes 
should generate $1 million, of 
which $750,000 would be used 
solely for open space acquisition. 
The leftover $250,000 would 
upgrade and create parks within 
the city.
“One million dollars a year 
isn’t going to buy 30,000 acres of 
greenbelt really quickly,” 
Roalman said. “It might allow us 
to buy small pieces of it. That’s 
the goal. We really wouldn’t 
want to buy all of it.”
Since being passed by the city 
council, this proposition has 
become very controversial for 
San Luis Obispo residents.
Some feel that spending an 
extra $50 or so would be worth 
the benefits. Some feel that the 
rate the city council has been 
acquiring land is fast enough 
already.
Roalman said that Measure 
O is “just another tool for protec­
tion of open space and protection 
of resources.”
“People here feel strongly 
about the environment and 
keeping it protected,” he added.
Councilman Dave Romero 
reported that he has heard a lot 
of opposition to Measure O.
“A lot of people have talked to 
me,” he said, “They’re very angry 
that I said that I would be recep­
tive as far as the city council was 
concerned. They don’t want any 
more taxes.”
See MEASURE O  page 5
Judicial Affairs governs 
student misconduct
By Trod Roach
_ 0 o i ly  Staff Writer
Judicial Affairs may sound like 
a good title for the Clarence 
Thomas, Anita Baker made-for- 
television movie. Or maybe it 
could be a new “Must See TV.” 
show featuring steamy courtroom 
drama with sexy lawyers.
However, Judicial Affairs is 
actually a division of Cal Poly’s 
Student Affairs.
Student Affairs is a conglomer­
ate of services for the campus 
community. Judicial Affairs works 
in conjunction with Campus 
Student Relations. Its mission, 
according to its 1995-96 annual 
report, is to develop, disseminate, 
interpret and enforce campus reg­
ulations.
These regulations outline 13 
causes for student disciplinary 
action for all the California State 
Universities. If a student is guilty 
of any misconduct. Judicial 
Affairs handles the case. This can 
range from using another’s stu­
dent I.D. card to sexual assault^ ^
Any complaint alleging that a 
student has violated the student 
code must be submitted to Sean 
Banks, the director of campus stu­
dent relations and judicial affairs.
“There were about 80 cases 
last year,” Banks said. “Most 
involved I.D. card infractions at 
the Rec Center which are relative­
ly minor.”
These infractions usually 
result with a warning and a two- 
week suspension from the Rec 
Center.
Undercover police sting cites five 
businesses for illegal alcohol sales
By M att Berger
Daily Arts Editor
A decoy sting operation of 16 
liquor stores, markets and restau­
rants in San Luis Obispo 
Thursday led to five citations for 
selling alcohol to minors.
David Wong, 20, a clerk at 
Kaney’s Market; Michael Proffitt, 
22, a clerk at Manuel’s Liquor; 
Erika Thomas, 20, a waitress at 
Applebee’s Restaurant; Sang Ahn, 
25, a clerk at Padre Liquors; and 
21-year-old Cal Poly student 
Megan McCarten, a waitress at 
Nucci’s Restaurant were all cited 
for selling alcohol to minors.
Representatives from Nucci’s 
restaurant, Kaney’s Market and 
Applebees would not comment on 
the violations.
An employee from Manuel’s 
Liquor, who wished to remain 
anonymous, said that the store 
has a distinct policy which pro­
hibits alcohol sales to minors. He 
also said that it is the responsibil­
ity of the cited employee to pay 
the determined fine.
Padre Liquor received it’s sec­
ond citation in Thursday’s sting, 
according to Sgt. Jim English of 
the San Luis Obispo Police 
Department and member of the 
Situation Oriented Response 
Team (SORT) which organized 
the operation. As a result, the 
liquor store is charged with a 
mandatory suspension of alcohol 
sales, he said.
The owners and an employee
of Padre Liquor would not com­
ment on the suspension.
The decoy operation was part 
of an ongoing investigation that 
began a year ago, said Chief 
James Gardiner.
Since January 1996, the police 
department has reported 98 alco­
hol related citations, 38 of which 
went to business employees, 
including the five most recent 
incidents.
“We do this to insure that peo­
ple are paying attention to the 
laws,” Gardiner said. “We don’t 
target any particular place. We go 
to restaurants, liquor stores. We 
go all over.”
The program operates under 
guidelines offered by the Alcohol 
Beverage Control board (ABC), a 
state agency. All of the businesses 
investigated last week were 
licensed by ABC.
Their guidelines state that the 
police department should visit all 
of the licensed businesses in its 
jurisdiction and should notify all 
of the businesses of the decoy pro­
gram beforehand.
Gardiner said that local busi­
nesses are aware of the decoy pro­
gram, although they are not 
directly notified on a regular 
basis.
“There is an overwhelming 
majority that complies with the 
law,” he said. “(Alcohol sales to 
minors) generally have not been a 
problem. We get a lot of good feed­
back.”
The guidelines also state that
the decoys used in the operation 
must be no older than 20 and 
must have an appearance typical 
of a person under 21.
The decoys used in Thursday’s 
operation were two 18-year-old 
Cuesta College students
“We absolutely use people who 
look under age,” Gardiner said. 
“That’s one of our main concerns.”
The history of the program has 
upheld this philosophy and they 
have had few complaints.
“I had one (complaint) in the 
past year,” Gardiner said. “The 
basic claim was that the individ­
ual used as a decoy did look like 
they were 21.”
However, the violation was 
upheld in court, Gardiner said.
Jon Lichty, an investigator for 
the San Luis Obispo ABC office, 
said it is the job of the police to 
run the operations and write 
reports on the incidents, while the 
ABC determines whether the vio­
lations are valid.
The recent citations have not 
yet been processed by the ABC 
office, he said. If charges against 
the cited employees are found 
valid, the individuals and their 
employers face repercussions.
According to Lichty, business­
es which are first-time violators 
receive a 10-day suspension of 
their license or pay a fine based 
on gross sales. The minimum fine 
for a business is $750 and the 
maximum is $3,000, he said.
Other frequent cases involve 
the use of alcohol in the residen­
tial halls, he said.
After a complaint is made, the 
director investigates what hap­
pened. He then holds an informal 
meeting with the student and 
attempts to find an agreed upion 
resolution. If a sanction is 
reached, it is put in writing for 
both parties to sign. If no resolu­
tion is agreed upon then the direc­
tor sends the student a Notice of 
Hearing.
“The hearing is a more formal 
process where the case is present­
ed to a hearing officer,” Banks 
said. “Attorneys are not allowed 
to represent, but they can advise 
especially if it’s a criminal case.” 
After the hearing is held the 
hearing officer submits his or her 
recommendation to President 
Baker. Baker then notifies the 
student of his decision for punish­
ment. Appeals are not allowed 
after the President’s decision.
According to Banks, there are 
three major disciplinary actions: 
The first is a strong warning 
putting the student on probation, 
the second is a temporary suspen­
sion from school and the third is 
expulsion resulting in a perma­
nent dismissal from school.
“I take it by a case by case 
basis,” Banks said. “The process is 
more educational not punitive.” 
He said the Student Affairs 
division wants to emphasize the 
Campus Student Relations divi­
sion. He added that he wants stu­
dents to come in if they’re having 
See JUDICIAL page 5
RE-ELECT ALLEN SETTLE OUR MAYOR
LET ALLEN SETTLE HELP REPRESENT STUDENT 
CONCERNS AND INTERESTS ON THE CITY COUNCIL
• Accessible. Faculty member in the 
Political Science Department
• Experienced. Seventeen years 
experience in city government
• Involved. Currently serving as mayor
• Supportive. Faculty advisor to a 
fraternity and member of Greek 
community
AS MAYOR AND PROFESSOR. I SUPPORT THE FOLLOWING: 
Additional student and faculty housing at Cal Poly 
Greek Row on or adjacent to the campus 
Free bus transportation for university students 
Bikeways throughout the city 
City and university job and contact opportunities 
Increased role of student and citv liaison committee 
Any existing and new city policies affecting students to be 
discussed only when Cal Poly is in season
LET SETTLE BE YOUR VOICE IN THE CITY -  VOTE NOVEMBER 5.
E-mail: asettle@slonet.org
Robert Griffin, Treasurer, P.O. Box 345, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406
1
SETTLE
M a y o r
Opinion C o m m e n t a r y
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One good term deserves another
As a current leader in city government, political science pro­
fessor Allen Settle is more qualified to serve as mayor.
Rather than leaving his election up to God’s will, as his chal­
lenger Lark Jursek said he has. Settle has represented himself 
as a serious candidate with serious ideas.
With informed opinions and specific ideas for solving issues 
such as transportation, housing and growth, Settle has the expe­
rience to continue getting the job done.
Also, as a member of the Cal Poly faculty for 25 years. Settle 
has an understanding of students’ concerns and direct links to 
student feedback.
Smith, Romero concerned with both sides
We support the re-election of council members Kathy Smith 
and Dave Romero.
As Smith has said herself, she is middle of the road, and is 
capable of analyzing both the environmental protection and eco­
nomic growth issues. Her appointment by the council two years 
ago to fill Settle’s seat when he was elected mayor affords her 
experience and working relationships with city officials. Her 
support of job opportunity growth beyond burger flipping, knick- 
knack selling, other tourist-driven jobs shows her sheered con­
cerned for students and others wanting to make a decent living 
in San Luis Obispo.
Romero also offers experience, and support for economic 
growth in the area, while still sensitive to environmental needs. 
Although we wish Romero shared more of Pat Veesart’s passion 
for the needs of the environment, we believe Romero will still be 
open to all of his constituents’ concerns.
While Veesart and Parker presented good ideas regarding the 
future of our city, both candidates lacked experience and plan­
ning, indicated by their last-minute entrance in the race.
No go on Measure O
It was a heated battle in Mustang Daily editorial offices. But 
a decision was made.
We oppose Measure O, an open-ended tax to acquire open 
space for the city of San Luis Obispo to more quickly reach its 
goal of attaining a “greenbelt” of open space around the city.
The drive to buy open space for the greenbelt is a good idea.
It will ensure that future generations will be able to enjoy the 
beautiful hills of San Luis Obispo.
But the problem with the measure is that it is an open-ended 
tax — which will probably be sent straight from property owners 
to students in the form of higher rent. With housing a major 
concern among the students at Cal Poly, taxing the community 
for open space shouldn’t be a top priority for their taxpaying dol­
lars.
The open space will be acquired regardless of whether the 
measure passes or not, but it will happen at a slower pace.
Much of the land is privately owned and currently used for agri­
cultural purposes, thus we see no urgent need to buy up this 
land with students’ money.
Let them relieve their pain
Mustang Daily supports Proposition 215 with the well-being 
of needy patients in mind emd trust in citizens to be law abiding.
Opponents of the issue, which include several law enforce­
ment agencies, wish to emphasize the legal loopholes that will 
be created if this proposition passes. We must trust our legal 
system to prevent any such manipulation of the proposition’s 
language that n ay  create such a loophole. A fear of potential 
problems should not hinder our support of this controversial 
proposition. Like any law, we hope that it will be followed 
responsibly.
The proposition does not offer exemptions to drug dealers but 
rather to patients who qualify for use by the recommendation of 
a qualified physician.
The fact is, by endorsing this proposition we are not endors­
ing drug abuse, that already occurs without the written consent 
of our government. We are endorsing a sick person’s right to 
relieve their pain.
Skydiving is cool
By Karen Spaeder
I ’ve never been afraid of flying. The first time I flew was when my family moved to California from Chicago. I was 10. Maybe it was because I was more irri­
tated than anything else because we had spent 
three hours sitting on the runway in a 
cramped, packed plane, feeling like pawns in a 
cruel game of Life. Plus, we’d already switched 
planes once and it wasn’t until we were in the 
air that I realized I had left my glasses on the 
other plane. But scared I was not.
I will admit, however, that it is a bit of a dif­
ferent story when you are planning on jumping 
out of a plane.
Skydiving is one of the be.st, most exhilarat­
ing experiences I have ever had. And during the 
short time we spent in our ascent to 12,500 
feet, I was scared right down to my scuffed, 
white lace-ups.
My fellow jumpers and I had spent about an 
hour on the ground for a crash course in skydiv­
ing. The instructors told us we (my instructor 
strapped to my back, and myself) would crouch 
at the opening of the plane, rock forward 
(ready), backward (set), then dive into the air 
on three (go). They told us to arch our bodies. 
They told us to turn our heads if the wind over­
whelmed our breathing. They told us to watch 
the odometer and pull the rip cord at 5,000 feet. 
They suited us up in our goggles, hats and 
jumpsuits. Most importantly, they reminded us 
to enjoy ourselves.
Walking out toward the tiny plane, I felt 
pretty confident. I had waited for this moment 
for a long time. I knew what I was supposed to 
do and I was glad as hell that I would have an 
instructor attached to my back.
We boarded the plane. We took off and my 
partner began fastening clips and attaching 
himself to me. And I felt like I was going to toss 
my cookies. I guess it finally hit me: I was 
going to jump out of a perfectly good airplane, 
free fall for 7,500 feet at 120 miles per hour, 
hope my parachute would open and hope my 
parachute didn’t somehow malfunction — all on 
the day before my 21st birthday.
It didn’t help that the pilot was so relaxed, 
he looked as though he was driving a buggy, 
and he was wearing thongs, shorts and a 
Hawaiian shirt; I guess I pictured my pilot 
looking really serious and wearing a blue suit 
and one of those fancy hats.
“I feel a little ill,” I screamed at my instruc­
tor over the roaring engine and the wind howl­
ing through the gaping hole from where we 
would jump.
Rocky was prepared; he handed me a little
plastic baggie and told me to tuck it into my 
jumpsuit. Sort of a barf bag on-the-go. He tried 
to calm me with a few cheesy jokes that he’s 
probably used on hundreds of jumpers. “You’re 
not listening to a word I’m saying, are you?” he 
asked, smiling. I cracked a weak smile and 
shook my head, “No,” wrenching my palms 
together and trying in vain to shift around in 
my skintight jumpsuit. I felt like a sausage — a 
very sick, scared sausage.
Soon, we were at the proper altitude. I 
watched three or four others plummet through 
the air with their instructors. All the while. 
Rocky and I were slowly inching our way 
toward the big hole. Then, it was our turn. We 
crouched, counted, leapt and arched.
I had expected to get that kind of roller­
coaster feeling, when it feels like your stomach 
is in your throat and your skin is melting back 
into your hairline. But all I felt was pure, unin­
hibited bliss. It was a natural high like no 
other. 1 have never been able to match the feel­
ing, not by reaching the tip-top of Bishop Peak, 
not by trying to stand on a surfboard and battle 
a big set of waves. In short, not by anything 
even remotely associated with keeping my feet 
close to the ground. And that was just the free- 
fall. After Rocky pulled the ripcord (good thing 
he was there, because I was so entranced 1 had 
forgotten about paying attention to the odome­
ter), 1 took in the view — Lake Perris, the 
squares of green and brown land, the tiny hous­
es and roads and cars, the sun near the horizon 
and my white shoes, limp, dangling in the 
breeze like a couple of socks hung out to dr>'. 1 
tripped over my tongue as I tried to speak, and 
Rocky just guided my hands as we steered our­
selves toward the landing pad.
Trying to nail the feeling down with words is 
almost impossible. But I will say that I would 
do it again in a heartbeat. That is the only way 
to really know that ineffable feeling.
When Rocky and I landed and he detached 
himself from me, I turned around and hugged 
him, smiling, laughing, legs shaking, palms 
sweating, little tears of joy brimming in my 
eyes. “That was awesome,” I fumbled, again 
searching for words. I smoothed the hair away 
from my face, swaying back and forth, looking 
skyward for the others. He just smiled and 
.said, “Thank you for sharing your 21st birthday 
with me. You did great.”
I’m not too modest to add that he told me I 
had one of the best landings he’d ever seen.
Karen E. Spaeder is an English senior.
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Paid Political Advertisement
Confident Clinton brushes off 
hecklers, readies final blitz
By Terence Hunt
Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio — 
Showing a front-runner’s cocki­
ness as Election Day nears, 
President Clinton brushed off 
noisy hecklers from Boh Dole’s 
camp l\iesday by declaring, “I’ll 
bet you they won’t he doing that a 
week from now.”
Ending a seven-state tour 
before beginning a non-stop dash 
to Nov. 5, Clinton campaigned in 
Ohio and Pennsylvania in an 
effort to pad his commanding lead 
in national polls and help in the 
Democrats’ struggle to reclaim 
control of Congress.
“Will you be there next week?” 
he shouted to thousands of sup­
porters on a sunny fall day on Hill 
Field at the University of 
Pennsylvania. “God bless you, we 
can do it!”
In Columbus, a dozen or more 
protesters shouted persistently 
from choice seats above the stage 
in Ohio State University’s basket­
ball arena. They waved signs, 
chanted “Dole-Kemp” and shout­
ed, “Stop lying to the American 
public.”
The president tried to hush 
them, tried to ignore them and 
finally lashed back by attacking 
spending reductions proposed in 
Republican budgets that he 
vetoed.
“I would be screaming too if 1 
were in a country that took Head 
Start and Big Bird away from 5- 
year-olds, school lunches away 
from 10-year-olds, summer jobs 
away from 15-year-olds and col­
lege loans away from 20-year- 
olds. 1 might be screaming too.”
The crowd roared approval.
“We got some juice in the audi­
ence,” Clinton said afterward. 
“That w'as great.”
Indeed, there is a buoyant, 
confident mood among the presi­
dent’s people as the race moves
toward the finish line. Campaign 
crowds are large and enthusias­
tic. Despite long days on the road, 
Clinton’s aides are relaxed. 
Smiles abound.
No Republican has ever cap­
tured the presidency vvithout win­
ning Ohio, and the president’s 
aides promised he will fight hard 
to maintain his lead in the state.
To end the campaign, Clinton 
heads out from Washington again 
on Wednesday and won’t return 
until after it’s over. After an 
overnight stay Sunday in the 
Republican bastion of 
Manchester, N.H., the president 
will return to Ohio for an election- 
eve rally in Cleveland and then 
fly cross-country for a curtain­
closing appearance in Los 
Angeles. Then he will go to his 
home state of Arkansas to await 
the returns.
“If we can win Ohio, it’s hard 
to see under any calculus not 
including California how a 
Democrat would lose the elec­
tion,” White House political direc­
tor Doug Sosnik said. “We’re not 
going to take the state for grant­
ed. We’re going to work it hard all 
the way to the end.”
In Pennsylvania, Dole pulled 
out his advertising two weeks 
ago, Sosnik said. In Ohio, the 
Dole forces have withdrawn from 
the Toledo and Youngstown mar­
kets, Sosnik said, as the 
Republican candidate diverts 
resources to California in a go-for- 
broke drive.
With millions of dollars more 
in the bank to spend than Dole, 
Clinton’s campaign was throwing 
big bucks into an advertising 
blitz. Asked if the ad budget was 
$1.5 million a day, Sosnik replied, 
“Not a bad ballpark” guess.
There are new ads targeted on 
individual states, such as one for 
Ohio showing Clinton traveling 
through the state on his train trip 
to the Democratic convention.
Other ads are aimed at multi­
state and national audiences. One 
is marked for Spanish-language 
audiences.
With Republicans trying to 
draw attention to questionable 
contributions to Clinton’s cam­
paign, the president will speak 
out on campaign finance reform 
in a speech Thursday or FViday 
somewhere in the West. “I think 
he wants to raise the issue, talk 
about it in the context of things 
that we should do and put a pri­
ority on in 1997,” spokesman 
Mike McCurry said.
Sticking with politically safe 
subjects Tuesday, the president 
offered another no-cost proposal 
aimed at building support among 
middle class voters. He urged 
states to issue “school-by-school 
report cards” — published on the 
Internet — to help parents evalu­
ate their children’s education.
“Parents should be able to 
compare class size, reading 
scores, safety records with all the 
schools in their district, all the 
schools in their state and with 
schools across the country,” the 
president said. “We need to know 
how our schools are doing.”
Clinton also recommended the 
establishment of 3,000 charter 
schools, which operate without 
many of the constraints imposed 
by local public school districts. A 
charter outlines what students 
are expected to learn.
The Dole camp said Clinton’s 
proposal falls far short of what is 
needed.
“What Bill Clinton is not will­
ing to do is give parents the choice 
of a better school or the opportu­
nity to improve the schools which 
are lacking,” Christina Martin, 
deputy press secretary for Dole’s 
campaign, said in Washington. 
“Bill Clinton simply won’t put 
America’s children first and his 
campaign cash cow, the teachers 
unions, last,” she said.
jUDlCIAl,: Office tries to educate students on campus policy
From page 3
trouble, not when they’re in trou­
ble.
“If there is a run-in I would try 
to help mediate and to alert peo­
ple to help prevent.” Banks said 
“We want to help people work 
through problems.”
Associate Vice-President of
Student Affairs Denise Campbell 
said that the division’s primary' 
focus is to assist students, giving 
them knowledge and educating 
them.
“Many students don’t realize 
they have done something 
wrong,” Campbell said. “The uni­
versity tries to minimize this and
make sure students are informed 
of their rights and responsibilities 
so they can avoid the conse­
quences of violating campus poli­
cy.
“It’s like if you know there’s a 
ditch you’d want to go around it 
rather than fall into it. Why learn 
the hard way,” she said.
MEASURE 0 : Romero said rents might increase if measure passes
From page 3
Diane Hull, a local CPA and 
member of Citizens Against 
Measure O, said in a debate 
Thursday morning that the cur­
rent land acquisition policies are 
working fine. “Let’s continue to 
allocate funds the way they are.” 
she said.
“This is simply an opportunity 
for the city to take your money,” 
she added.
Marty Tangeman, co-chair of 
Friends of Measure O, opposed 
Hull.
“Measure O gives us an oppor­
tunity for the future to perma­
nently protect land and to pick 
and choose,” he said.
“We all know that the current 
programs arc not complete,” he 
continued. “They can be bought 
out or chanced.
“The difference (with Measure 
O) is that we can choose our 
future. We can adopt and imple­
ment a future, not just a hope,” he 
said. “Things don’t come free and 
there is no free lunch.”
Citizens Against Measure O 
said that residents living in San 
Luis Obispo already pay extra 
taxes on property and utilities.
“New taxes rarely go away and 
usually go up,” Hull said.
Romero said that rents might 
increase if landlords decide to off­
set the cost of the Measure O tax 
by making tenants pay for part or 
all of it.
“That’s a decision many resi­
dents of the city will make and 
knowing that, they .still may say 
‘Yes, we want to go faster.’
“The concern I have with giv­
ing the city another $1 million a
year is, will it spend it wisely?” he 
said.
“I would rather see the city 
work with developers as they 
come in and negotiate for free 
rather than have to spend money 
wherever possible,” he continued.
“I would like us to get open- 
space acquisition on difficult-to- 
develop land,” he said.
Romero explained that 
Proposition 218, if passed, will 
eliminate all assessment districts 
like the one Measure O would cre­
ate.
“So if the voters statewide 
pass 218, and if Measure O pass­
es, we won’t be able to pass an 
assessment district,” he said. 
“We’d have to find some other way 
to raise the money.”
Keep SLO  special ^
Preserve our open space, 
hillsides and green belt.
Y e s  o n  m e a s u r e  QSAVING OUR SPECIAL PLACES
Piud fix' by PrieiKl* ui JVWmre O, 215 Albeit Ulr., San Lui* Obiipo, CA 93401
X
Thursday, October 31
UU Hour Extravaganza
UU Stage, 11 -12;0(D noon
Friday, November 1
Laugh Olympics
Location at Business Lawn, 1:00 pm
Rally /  Mock Rock
Sequoia Hall Lawn, 6:30 pm
Saturday, November 2
Downtown Parade
10:00 am
Alumni BBQ
Three Acre Lawn, 11:30 am
Club Fair
Entrance to Mustang Stadium, 12:30 pm
Football Game /  HaHtiine Show
1:00 pm
Any Questions? Call 756-7576 for 
more info.
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Californians will be one of the first to receive election results
By Pamela Thompson
Capital Campus News
SACRAMENTO -  On Nov. 5. 
Californians surfing the Internet 
will have access to live up-to-the- 
minute election results.
C a lifo rn ia  •
Secretary of 
State Bill Jones 
has unveiled a 
web site
designed to pro­
vide up-to-the- 
m i n u c 
statewide voter 
returns on election night.
Soon after the polls close peo­
ple logged on the Internet will be 
able to receive election return 
updates every five minutes. The 
on-line returns will be segmented 
into five sections under the head­
ing of President, Congress, 
Senate, Assembly and 
Propositions. Each page will state 
the candidate or measure, the 
number of precincts reporting, 
number of votes, and percentages.
Write-in votes will not be 
shown, because of the potential to 
affect the race results. Internet 
users will have the option to view 
the results for one district or for 
all of the districts in California at 
once. Each page will list the date 
and time of the latest seiwer
update.
There will be maps and the 
percentage of the vote will be 
available for only the winning 
presidential candidate and 
statewide propositions.
Jones first introduced 
Californians to using the Internet 
to get election results during the 
March 1996 primary election 
night, which resulted in over 
500,000 hits on the web page.
According to the Secretary of 
State’s office, there were no prob­
lems with an overload of people 
trying to log onto the web site 
during the primary election night 
and they do not anticipate any 
next Tuesday, Nov. 5.
“All possible safeguards have 
been taken to prevent any prob­
lems while users are accessing 
the home page,” said Shirley 
Washington, a spokeswoman for 
the Secretary of State.
Washington said their web 
page is the only Internet site 
offering live election results 
statewide.
During the November 1994 
election, the San Jose Mercury 
News had a computer meltdown. 
But they were able to use a laptop 
computer to log onto the 
Secretary of State’s Home page in 
order to receive election returns.
Jones is currently working 
with the Legislature to make
SAVE THE PEOPLE YOU CALL UP TO 44%
campaign finance reports avail­
able during the 1998 elections on 
their official home page.
Also included on the home 
page will be each political parties 
statement of purpose and election 
statistics that consist of the 
Absentee Ballot Usage Chart, 
Report of Registration from 
1/26/96, Voter Turnout Statistics 
and the Statement of Vote from 
the last three Primary Elections 
and the last two General 
Elections.
To access the California 
Secretary of State Home page go 
to vote96.ss.ca.gov.
PROP. 215
From page 2
San Luis Obispo Sheriff 
Edward Williams said he “ener­
getically opposes” the proposition.
“There is no responsible med­
ical association that supports 
marijuana use for any reason,” he 
said, adding that other drugs are 
more beneficial for the symptoms 
proponents cite as relieved by 
marijuana. “I can’t imagine that 
even those smoking marijuana 
would want to make it available 
to all the people in the state. It 
will make the distribution of mar­
ijuana a very dangerous thing.
“I think many, many will die 
as a result of doing those things 
people do while on marijuana,” he 
said, adding that 20 died in the 
county this year due to narcotics- 
related events. “Among young 
people the percentage of those 
using marijuana has gone up, pri­
marily because of those in high- 
profile positions accepting its 
use.”
Proposition 215 opponents 
also include Attorney General 
Dan Lungren, the California 
State Sheriffs Association and the 
California Narcotic Officers 
Association.
Critics also stated that the 
proposition will be expensive for 
the state.
“This law will cost taxpayers," 
read the sheriff’s statement. “Due 
to officers having to invest end­
less hours of investigation into 
the defenses of an arrested culti­
vator.”
However, the legislative analy­
sis stated the proposition would 
not have a fiscal impact on 
California because the cultivating 
and distributing of marijuana, 
only when recommended by a 
medical physician, will not alter 
the other laws prohibiting the 
drug.
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Assistant C ity A dm in is tra to r Ken Ham pian, a long w ith other city employees 
had to don fire  helmets fo r protection /  D a ily  photos by Joe Johnston
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_____ Daily Stoff Report
City Hall was a mess Tuesday as the 
building at 990 Palm St. got soaked — out­
side and inside.
City Administrator John Dunn said that
safety retrofitting, asbestos removal and for 
installation of heating and air conditioning 
units.
A temporary roof made of plastic was put 
on the building, which didn’t quite hold up 
the way contractors expected it to.
“I’ve never seen anything like it,” Mayor 
City Hall’s roof was removed for seismic Allen Settle said. “We had to send most peo­
ple home for the day.”
Besides avoiding drips from the leaky 
roof, city employees had to dodge falling ceil­
ing tiles.
Computers and one woman reportedly 
fell victim to the falling tiles. There were no 
reported ipjuries.
MAYOR
From page 1
assessment districts like those 
outlined in Measure O.
Jursek said that although he 
agreed that the city should pur­
chase land to create a greenhelt, 
he was concerned that Measure () 
would become an open-ended tax 
that people do not need right now.
As the election draws closer, 
both candidates will make them- 
sejves visible to the public, but 
through different means.
While Settle said he will spend 
$4,500 to publicize his campaign, 
Jursek said that he does not plan 
to spend any money in his effort 
to get elected.
“Settle, and anyone who col­
lects money, is under tremendous 
pressure,” Jursek said.
However, Settle said that the 
donations he has received are 
mostly from homeowners who 
have no agendas with the city 
council. Since individual dona­
tions can not be over $100, Settle 
said the chances that an election 
could be bought were slim.
Jur.sek also said he will attend 
all the candidate forums put on by 
local organizations, but will go no 
further.
“1 don’t care whether I’m elect­
ed,” said the father of four and 
grandfather of 11, one of whom 
attends Cal Poly. “If 1 am to be 
elected, it will be because of Clod's 
will.” Jursek said he received 
three percent of the vote in the 
last election.
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W he n  peop le  and  ideas are boxed in, locked ou t o r passed  
over, no th ing  can move forw ard . T h a t’s why we a t W atkins- 
Johnson strive  to keep a ll the channels open.
W e're a key supp lie r o f  m icrowave in tegra ted  circuits, m u lti-func tion  
in tegra ted  assemblies and  w ideband receivers fo r com m erc ia l 
te lecom m unications and  governm ent electronics.
As one o f  the m ost consistently successful employers fo r h igh-tech  
professionals, we know  how  to  p u t g rea t ideas and  people to  work. 
That w on 't change no m a tte r where success leads us.
M a ke  your firs t move to  W atkins-johnson, in  Palo A lto, Californ ia, and  
experience w h a t i t ’s like to  be p a rt o f  a tru ly  un ique o rgan iza tion . W e are  
looking  fo r ta len ted  grads w ith  a BS, MS or PhD.
Disciplines:
EE. Physics, El, ME
On-Campus Interview  Dates:
Wednesday, November 6 ,19 9 6  
and Thursday, November 7 ,19 9 6
*  Please con tact your P lacem ent C enter to  set up  an  
f f  a p po in tm e n t a t our On-Cam pus In terviews o r ca ll 
^  ‘  (4 1 5 ) 8 1 3 -2 2 1 0 . W atkins-johnson Company, 3 3 3 3  H ill-
view  Avenue, Palo A lto , CA 9 4 3 0 4 ; o r e -m a il to : 
s ta ffing@ w j.com . FAX ( 415)  8 1 3 -2 4 5 2 . An equa l o ppo r­
tu n ity  em p loyer m if id iv .
WATKINS-JOHNSON
kS
Palo Alto, California
à i
OUR
M a y o r
J e w e l r y  S a l e
(Sterling (Silver, 14K. Gol(d, 
ftraceleU , Earrings, 
Necklaces, Chain<s,
Toe Dings, AnkleU, 
and more...
October 28 - November 1
in f ro n t  o f
EIGm io I l ! ^ l  Bcx>kstDre
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The o ld est dem ocracy is  
casual about practicing it
By Mike Feinsilber
Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The elec­
tion is almost upon the country 
and about all that remains is to 
browbeat the American people 
for the next six days to shame 
them into voting.
Won’t work. The experts say 
less than 55 percent of eligible 
Americans will participate, and 
they have some theories on what 
that says about the world’s most 
celebrated — and maybe its 
most casual — democracy.
A century ago, 80 percent of 
Americans routinely voted. But 
in the last 30 years, turnout has 
gone down. From 64 percent in 
1960, when John F. Kennedy 
was elected, it slid to just barely 
above 50 percent in 1988 before 
squiggling up to 55.2 percent 
four years ago.
But the 1992 race had an 
incumbent president on the 
ropes, an attractive challenger 
and a feisty third-party insur­
gent. This time around, none of 
those elements apply and that
has a lot of people worried that 
the participants will barely out­
number nonvoters.
If people in only nine states 
got to elect the president next 
Tuesday, those in the other 41 
would be outraged.
But that’s what will happen, 
in effect. The number who will 
vote is roughly equal to all the 
voters in the nine largest states, 
California, New York, Texas, 
Florida, Pennsylvania, Illinois, 
Ohio, Michigan and New Jersey.
“There seems little question 
that turnout will be down, per­
haps sharply,” says Curtis Gans, 
who has been thinking about 
voter turnout for 20 years. He 
directs the nonpartisan 
Committee for the Study of the 
American Electorate. Things 
would even be worse if Congress 
hadn’t enacted the motor voter 
law, allowing people to register 
where they apply for drivers 
licenses and in other accessible 
places. That law registered 
between six million and nine 
million new voters this year.
Still, Gans predicts that
turnout on Tuesday will range 
between the 50.1 percent partic­
ipation in 1988 — the record low 
in modem times — and the 55.2 
percent rate in 1992.
Compare that to a century 
ago. In 1896, when Democrat 
William Jennings Bryan ran 
against Republican William 
McKinley, 79 percent turned out 
— including an astonishing 96 
percent in Iowa and Illinois.
In those days, the parties dif­
fered sharply; now they often 
gloss over differences. Believing 
their well-being was at stake, 
whole classes of people associat­
ed with a party.
“Parties don’t do mobilizing 
any more,” says Walter Dean 
Burnham, voting expert at the 
University of Texas. “The 
Republicans don’t mobilize the 
lower orders,” he said, and the 
party that traditionally played 
that role, the Democrats, 
“became yuppiefied, gone 
upscale.”
What worries Gans most is 
the tendency of young people to 
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ing traffic flow. He is for improv­
ing the city’s bus system and 
strengthening the local commit­
ment to encouraging bicycle use.
Veesart said it is very impor­
tant to have an environmental 
voice represented in this cam­
paign. A member of the City 
Planning Commission and chair 
of the local chapter of the Sierra 
Club, he said that he has long 
been an advocate for the environ­
ment and a strong voice for 
coastal preservation, protecting 
creeks and preserving wildlife 
habitats. He strongly favors an 
inventory of the city’s environ­
mental resources and the develop­
ment of a plan to protect those 
resources.
He said he’s different from the 
other three candidates because of 
his firm environmental stand. 
Veesart said he believes the city 
council is out of balance, and the 
scales are tipped towards com­
mercial development.
Veesart said Romero possesses 
strong pro-growth views and is 
highly business oriented, whereas 
Smith takes pride in remaining 
completely in the middle of the 
two positions.
Due to he and Romero being 
polar opposites on issues, Veesart 
said it will be a tough race 
between the two of them, and that 
he thinks Smith will pick up the 
majority of the second votes.
Overall, Veesart said that the 
campaign is going very well, and 
that he believes there is a real dif­
ference between this vear and
when he ran in the last election.
“There is a tremendous 
amount of momentum this year,” 
he said, “I have a lot of talented, 
hard-working people working on 
my campaign. It’s humbling.”
Veesart, who has visited the 
campus numerous times during 
his campaign, wants to do a lot to 
court the student vote.
“The (student) vote is vitally 
important in SLO,” Veesart said. 
“Students should understand the 
power that they weild; they really 
have a powerful effect on this 
community.”
A 44-year-old father of two, 
Veesart has lived in San Luis 
Obispo since moving here as a 
teenager. He said he owns his own 
contracting business that 
depends on well-planned growth.
Speaking of growth, Veesart 
said he is looking to minimize the 
impacts of urbanization by work­
ing to make urban areas more liv­
able and limiting their growth.
Veesart, who is patiently
awaiting the Nov. 5 election, said, 
“My feeling is that it is going to be 
very close.”
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Palestinians clash with troops
By Gwen Ackerman
Associated Press
JERUSALEM — Palestinians 
clashed with Israeli troops in the 
West Bank after the funeral 
Tuesday of an 11-year-old boy who 
witnesses say was beaten to death 
by a Jewish settler. A court 
ordered the settler held until the 
end of the week.
In Hebron, Jewish settlers 
shouting “This is our home!” 
shoved two aides to Yasser Arafat 
who were touring the city. Israeli 
police escorted the aides away 
from the area.
Despite the tensions, Israeli 
and Palestinian negotiators 
resumed talks Tuesday on Israel’s 
seven-month-overdue troop with­
drawal from Hebron, the most 
pressing issue in sputtering talks 
between the two sides.
The army clamped a curfew on 
the West Bank village of Hussan, 
11 miles north of Hebron, when 
hundreds of Palestinian stone- 
throwers clashed with Israeli sol­
diers after the funeral for Hilmi 
Shawash. The soldiers responded 
with live bullets, stun grenades 
and tear gas. No injuries were 
reported.
During the funeral, a crowd of 
more than 2,000 walked behind 
the stretcher chanting “Destroy 
Beitar,” the tiny Jewish settle­
ment a mile from Hussan. The 
Israeli suspected in the death, 
Nachum Kolman, served as secu­
rity chief in the settlement.
Kolman entered Hussan on 
Sunday after reports that 
Palestinian youths were stoning 
Israeli cars. Palestinian witnesses 
said he chased the boys, grabbed 
Hilmi and hit him with a pistol 
butt.
Settlers claim Hilmi was fatal­
ly injured when he fell and hit his 
head.
The Jerusalem Magistrates 
Court ordered Kolman held until 
Friday to allow police time to com­
plete their investigation.
Kolman, his feet shackled, 
opened a prayer book and started 
to pray immediately after enter­
ing the courtroom Tuesday.
“There is reasonable founda­
tion to assume that the boy Hilmi 
Shawash died as the result of 
being struck, and we have testi­
mony from two people who say 
they saw the suspect hit the boy 
before his death,” police investiga­
tor Shalom Amar testified.
Kolman did not speak in court.
The boy’s death has under­
scored concerns for potential vio­
lence between Palestinians and 
Jewish settlers. The flashpoint is 
liable to be Hebron, the last West 
Bank city under Israeli control, 
where 450 Jewish settlers live 
among 94,000 Palestinians.
Israel’s demands to enhance 
the settlers’ security were the 
focus of three weeks of U.S.-bro­
kered talks that ended without a 
deal Monday when Arafat depart­
ed for Europe.
In Jerusalem, about 1,500 
right-wing protesters demonstrat­
ed outside the U.S. consulate to 
oppose the Hebron pullout.
“We are here today to help Bibi 
(Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu) keep 
his promises to the people of 
Hebron,” said Nadia Matar, 30, a 
settler leader.
U.S. envoy Dennis Ross 
returned to Washington on 
Tuesday, but Palestinian and 
Israeli officials met Tuesday 
afternoon in Tel Aviv to try to get 
talks back on track.
While Israeli officials accused 
Arafat of scuttling an agreement 
by leaving for Europe, Palestinian 
negotiator Saab Erekat said his 
team was in touch with Arafat 
hourly and had been ordered by 
the Palestinian leader to reach an 
agreement “as soon as possible.”
“We still have our major differ­
ences,” he said.
Speaking in Dublin, Ireland, 
Arafat asked the European Union 
to expand its role in the peace 
talks. The EU is the prime source 
of funding for the fledging 
Palestinian administration, and 
according to Israel, is overly sym­
pathetic to the Palestinian cause.
The EU on Monday appointed 
an envoy to the Middle East — 
Spain’s ambassador to Israel, 
Miguel Moratinos.
Also Tuesday, the Israeli gov­
ernment said it had approved the 
construction of 8,000 more homes 
in three Jewish settlements in the 
West Bank. Plans to build the 
homes had been frozen by Israel’s 
previous government.
Population increase may 
become state agriculture’s 
biggest problem in 2000
By Joe Bighorn
Associated Press
TULARE, Calif— Too many 
people may become the biggest 
problem California agriculture 
faces in the next century.
“One constant and looming 
overall threat to California agri­
culture is people and constant 
competition for resources — 
land, air and water — in an 
urbanizing state,” warns Eric 
Vink, field director for American 
Farmland Trust.
“Most significantly, competi­
tion for land resources — a very 
finite resource — will continue to 
escalate.”
American Farmland Trust 
prepared a study last year that 
estimates the state’s population 
will double to 63 million by the 
year 2040. During the same peri­
od, the Central Valley from 
Sacramento to Bakersfield — the 
state’s agricultural heartland — 
will triple to 12 million people, 
Vink said.
Based on current patterns, 
the Central Valley will be “one 
long urban sprawl” in less than 
half a century, Vink said at a 
FARMedia conference. He pre­
dicted that Fresno County will 
have 2.5 million residents, pass­
ing Sacramento as the region’s 
most populous county.
“Over 1 million acres — one of 
every seven acres in the Central 
Valley — will be directly urban­
ized by 2040 by continuing cur­
rent patterns,” he added.
That prospect is critical to 
California agriculture because
the Central Valley produced 
about 60 percent cf the state’s 
$22 billion in gross crop values 
last year. Vink’s view of 
California’s population gains 
during the next half century was 
seconded by Joseph Penbera, 
chief economist for ValliWide 
Bank. Penbera has done a study 
that shows “the last population 
boom in California will seem like 
a tea party compared to the next 
one. The next wave is going to be 
rather enormous.”
Already, the five leading pop­
ulation growth counties in 
California are in the crop-rich 
Central Valley, Penbera added. 
Households in that region are 
forming at a rate 25 percent 
higher than the rest of the state, 
he added.
“Productivity will go down as 
urbanization takes prime farm 
land,” Penbera warned.
But Vink doesn’t think the 
future has to be so gloomy for 
farmers. American Farmland 
Trust wants planners to concen­
trate more population density in 
current urban areas instead of 
sprawling into rich crop land.
“We’ve developed a compact 
scenario with different density 
patterns,” he said. “Local govern­
ments have been entrusted with 
land use decisions, so it will be 
very important for them to take 
a leading role in moving this for­
ward.
“The basic idea is for all 
major stakeholders to talk about 
long-term vision and possible 
long-term impacts.”
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slum voting;. Only 12 percent of 
those 18 to 20 voted in 1994, he 
says, and a majority of their par­
ents don’t vote either.
\otinfi matters, (Ians says, 
because it is about the least one 
can do to participate in democra­
cy. People who don’t vote, he says, 
generally don’t volunteer, don’t 
write letters to the editor, don’t 
organize — and that’s not good 
for a society that depends on citi­
zen action.
This week, all the candidates 
are appealing to voters to vote. 
C^hurches, editorials, civic groups 
beat the same drum.
President Clinton lectured the 
citizenry during his last debate 
with opponent Rob Dole. “The 
American people need to be a lit­
tle more responsible and think 
about whether there’s a connec­
tion in their lives and what we do 
in Washington,” he said.
Historically, the problem has­
n’t been getting registered people 
to the polls, but getting people to 
register.
In an Associated Press poll, 83 
percent of registered voters said
they were “absolutely certain” to 
vote.
On a purely mathematical 
basis, it is hard to make the case 
for voting, notes Patrick Stroh, 
an analyst with a political con­
sulting firm in Pittsburgh. One 
vote in millions is rarely pivotal.
And studies show that nonvot­
ers, if they did participate, would 
break about the same way as the 
voters. “It is unclear that if we 
had a 98 percent turnout it would 
revolutionize anything,” Stroh 
said.
But another observer, Jane 
Mansbridge of Harv'ard, says peo­
ple who don’t vote pay; they don’t 
get as good representation.
Politicians, she says, know 
who their voters are. When they 
are chiefly middle- and upper- 
class people, those are the people 
who get benefits from govern­
ment. That may be one reason 
why welfare, a benefit program 
for the poor, was “reformed” in 
1996 and Medicare, which reach­
es more members of the middle 
class, was not.
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bills that he said increased while 
his water use decreast'd.
Parker is strongly against 
Measure O and any new taxes. He 
said the measure’s tax to pur­
chase open space is not needed 
because there are already pro­
grams in place for this specific 
reason. He said that even if the 
tax is approved, there is no 
absolute guarantee that it has to 
be used for open-space purposes 
and it can be raised at the discre­
tion of the council.
“It just takes money out of the 
economy,” he said.
Something that has affected 
many students, as well as the 
community, is the Chorro Street 
traffic bumps, Parker said.
“If it were up to me, they’d be 
gone today,” he said.
Parker said that the city spent 
$65,000 for a six-month experi­
ment which $300 worth of stop 
signs could have accomplished.
“A total of 500 questionnaires 
were sent out into the Chorro 
Street area,” he said.
“Only about 22 were returned, 
and of that amount only approxi­
mately half were for the project.
“On top of this great expense, 
two-and-a-half minutes were 
added to the fire response time in 
that area,” he said, citing a report 
from the city fire department.
According to Terry Sanville of 
the city’s public works depart­
ment, the bumps only added a 
minute and two seconds to the fire 
department’s response time.
As for the growth continuum, 
Parker supports the one percent 
growth cap of the city’s general 
plan, which is used as a guideline 
for planning and development.
“Planning is the key to good 
growth and development,” said 
the financial planner.
Parker said he realizes the 
need for a strong economy first 
hand. He said, “Maintaining a 
strong economy is important.”
As for environmental issues, 
he said he does not want environ­
mental regulations to hinder pri­
vate property rights.
At 35 years old, he is the 
youngest candidate and said he 
can connect best with the stu­
dents and shares some of their 
concerns.
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manager and four years as a coun­
cil member gives me unmatched 
experience in understanding our 
city operations and enabling me to 
well represent our residents in 
continuing to develop the safe, 
clean, ideal city we all enjoy,” he 
said.
The main initiative that con­
cerns Romero at the present time 
is securing an additional water 
supply for the city. He said there 
are three main alternatives which 
include the state water project 
that is currently weaving its way 
through Cal Poly.
“I will proceed on assured 
water supply for the city,” he said. 
“There was a nasty drought four 
years ago, and we managed to sur­
vive. I don’t know what would 
happen if we had to go through it 
again.”
On the topic of open space, 
Romero said the acquisition of 
such is needed “to preserve a 
greenbelt around our city.”
Romero also acknowledges a 
census showing a reduction in 
housing. He supports and voted 
for the city’s general plan which 
outlined a one percent growth 
rate. This rate would accommo­
date the influx of students attend­
ing Cal Poly and Cuesta College, 
as well as new residents.
He believes that the annexa­
tion of the airport area would help 
in this measure. Many students 
have been left without housing 
and are being forced to find alter­
nate means. If the city stuck with 
the 1 percent growth, this would 
be controlled, according to
Romero.
With a bachelor’s degree in 
civil engineering from University 
New Mexico, Albuquerque,
Romero said he has combined his 
education and occupational skills 
to become knowledgeable about 
shaping San Luis Obispo.
Dave Romero has been a resi­
dent since 1956 and married to 
his wife MaryBelle for 44 years. 
They have raised three children 
together and enjoy 11 grandchil­
dren.
Don’t 
forget 
to vote 
Nov. 5!
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Informant tipped inspectors to exam scam s m it h : proud to he only woman running
By Richard Pyle
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK — Scores of peo­
ple who were told to sharpen their 
No. 2 pencils before taking their 
graduate school entrance exams 
already had an edge, investiga­
tors say: Their pencils were 
inscribed with the answers in 
code.
A tipster put investigators 
onto the cheating scheme, which 
used the trick pencils and also 
exploited the three-hour time dif­
ference between the East and 
West coasts. Assistant U.S. 
Attorney Mark Godsey said 
Tuesday. The test-takers were 
charged up to $6,000
The alleged mastermind — 
George Kobayashi, 45, of Arcadia, 
Calif. — was jailed without bail in 
Los Angeles and is expected to be 
brought to New York for trial.
He faces two charges of fraud, 
each carrying up to five years in 
prison and a .$250,000 fine, or 
twice the total monetary gain, 
whichever is greater.
Kobayashi allegedly paid 
experts to take the tests under
assumed names in New York and 
then phone the correct answers to 
Los Angeles, where he inscribed 
them in code on pencils. The pen­
cils were then issued to students 
who had been flown to Los 
Angeles to take the tests, Godsey 
said.
Investigators said the scheme 
depended on the time difference 
between the East and West coasts 
and the fact that the standardized 
tests — the Graduate 
Management Admissions,
Graduate Record Exam, and Test 
of English as a Foreign Language 
— are administered nationally on 
the same day.
Investigators would not say 
whether they planned to prose­
cute any of the hundreds of stu­
dents believed to have used 
Kobayashi’s scheme over the past 
three years.
Stanford von Mayrhauser, 
general counsel for Education 
Testing Services Inc., which 
administers the exams, said the 
company was heartened by the 
prosecution. He refused to discuss 
preventive measures taken by 
ETS.
“We do a lot of things, as part
of an overall test security opera­
tion that I am not at liberty to dis­
cuss, and we have been aware of 
the time zone problem,” he said.
Millions of applicants take the 
tests each year. “You’re going to 
have some who will try to pene­
trate that security,” von 
Mayrhauser said.
Godsey said authorities 
learned of the scheme in 1993 
from a woman who answered an 
ad placed by Kobayashi’s New 
York-based American Test Center 
offering a five-hour crash course 
with “unique” study methods. A 
year later, the tipster joined a 
group taking the test in Los 
Angeles, using the coded pencils.
As part of the investigation, a 
postal investigator posed as a stu­
dent taking the GMAT on Oct. 19.
“The victims here are not only 
the universities that accepted stu­
dents who cheated on their 
admissions te.sts, but honest stu­
dents who perhaps did not get 
into the school of their choice 
because they were displaced by 
someone who cheated,” said Mary 
Jo White, U.S. attorney in New 
York.
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she has seen how the quality of 
life diminished due to the lack of 
open space in other communities.
She also wants to see more 
emphasis on industrial develop­
ment. Even though she doesn’t 
see the city developing quickly, 
she said that now is the time to 
start to focusing on growth in 
order to provide better jobs.
“I don’t see industrial growth 
occurring within the next year, I 
see it occurring in the next 15 
years. Commercial jobs don’t pay,” 
she said, referring to low-paying, 
low-skilled jobs that overqualified 
people are cornered into accept­
ing. “We need jobs for qualified 
people.”
Smith said her ability to eval­
uate both sides of issues is an 
advantage over other candidates. 
Some of the three other candi­
dates look to receive votes from 
specific sections of the communi­
ty, where she said she caters to 
the general population.
“I’m seen as a swing vote,” 
said the mother of two. “People 
don’t know how I am going to vote 
because I don’t have influences. 1 
don’t talk with any specific group 
because 1 want to keep it as broad 
as possible. 1 am open to all per­
spectives on each issue, because 1 
believe that everyone’s view has 
some merit.”
Smith said students’ votes are 
important to her, and she views 
Cal Poly as critical to the vitality 
of the community. She said that 
some people might resent the stu­
dent vote because it is viewed as
short term, but she feels the oppo­
site.
“Students bring challenge and 
new ideas to a community. They 
create a highly intelligent popula­
tion,” she said.
As far as the current housing 
shortage. Smith said she wants to 
actively seek on-campus housing, 
while she also supports students 
intermingling in neighborhoods.
Smith also said she proposed 
the formation of a new student 
housing task force to address the 
concerns of residents living in 
various neighborhoods.
Overall, Smith views this cam­
paign as very clean and smooth­
running.
She said the current council 
works together beautifully 
becau.se they have all made a con­
scious decision to respect each 
other.
She said another edge she has 
over other candidates is that she 
is the only woman running in this 
year’s election. She said women 
bring something different to a 
governmental office because they 
aren’t quite as power-driven.
“Men are more attuned to a 
win-lose scenario, while women 
will go farther to facilitate to a 
win-win,” she said.
Anticipating the results of 
Nov. 5, Smith firmly believes that 
she is a strong contender.
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Halloween not as 
spooky for parents
By Glenda Hubner
Capitol Campus News
SACRAMENTO — Lots of 
little ghosts and goblins will be 
out “trick or treating” this 
Halloween. But not as many 
spooked parents will be worry­
ing about the goblins, thanks to 
several years of safety aware­
ness about trick or treating, and 
many activities planned in 
Northern California communi­
ties. ,
T h e  ^
S acram en to  
City Police 
D epartm ent 
will be out in 
full force on 
H allo w een , 
but Public 
Police Information Officer, 
Michael Heenan said they don’t 
think anything is wrong with 
trick or treating “as long as 
everybody is sensible and 
responsible.”
Trick or treating can be fun 
and safe this Halloween, espe­
cially with many neighborhood 
and traditional communities 
parties to enjoy, says Kay Jones, 
a captain with the Sacramento 
Fire Department.
And many stores and com­
mercial outlets have planned 
activities, too.
Area Wal-Mart employees 
are already dressing up in cos­
tume and passing out treats.
The Arden Fair Mall in 
Sacramento, will be holding an 
event for the children between 
the hours of 4 to 8 p.m. 
Thursday that will include treat 
stations, contests, and photo 
sessions.
Jones suggests children 
wear costumes that are flame 
retardant, and visible with 
flashlights. She stressed chil­
dren should always be super- 
vi.sed by an adult, and they only 
enter areas they are familiar 
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Mudslides new concern in fire areas
By Dennis Anderson
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES — Mudslides 
have replaced wildfires as the pri­
mary concern in Southern 
(Tdifornia communities hit by a 
series of blazes last week.
Officials hope to quickly 
replant vegetation on scarred hill­
sides in Los Angeles, Orange and 
San Diego counties. Federal 
Emergency Management Agency 
Director Jam es Lee Whtt said 
after touring fire-ravaged areas 
Monday.
Witt’s inspection included a 
helicopter ride over Carlsbad in 
San Diego County, where 98 
homes burned in last week’s 
wind-driven conflagration.
“I’m really concerned with the 
erosion,” he said. “After flying 
over the area. I’ve seen how bad it 
is.”
It may already be too late to 
prevent mudslides. A storm sys­
tem was forecast to move through 
Southern California today. Rain 
was expected to move from north­
ern Santa Barbara County south 
through Los Angeles County to 
San Diego by evening.
Last week’s wildfires 
destroyed more than 100 homes 
and charred 40,000 acres of 
brush
After landing at Stagecoach 
Park in Carlsbad with the mayor 
and fire chief, Witt said he was 
there to help the city return to 
normal.
“We will do everything we can 
to rebuild as much as possible as 
fast as possible,” Witt said after 
surveying the damage. “By work­
ing as a team with the city, the 
mayor and the state, we can coor­
dinate a lot of federal agencies 
and bring to the table whatever 
resources are available.”
Witt said he could not provide 
any figures on how much FEMA 
would supply to the suburb about 
35 miles north of downtown San 
Diego.
Witt also completed a ground- 
and-air inspection of the Malibu 
area, where 13,010 acres were 
charred. That blaze was declared 
out Monday night by Los Angeles 
County fire officials.
“What we were looking at was 
primarily all those areas that 
burned and concerns they have 
about stabilizing that ground 
with the winter rains coming,” 
Witt said.
Clinton issued an emergency 
declaration last week for disaster 
assistance to communities in San 
Diego, Los Angeles and Orange 
counties.
Witt said federal money would
begin flowing once damage survey 
reports are completed.
A Glendale firefighter burned 
in the Malibu fire when flames 
engulfed his fire truck remained 
in critical condition at Sherman 
Oaks Hospital. William Jensen, 
52, was the most seriously injured 
of six firefighters overtaken by 
flames last week. With burns on 
75 percent of his body, he was 
being prepared for skin graft 
surgery.
Two other firefighters, Scott 
French, of Glendale, and Ross 
Torstenbo of Los Angeles, were in 
good condition after skin graft 
surgery Monday.
The largest fire still out of con­
trol was in Northern California’s 
scenic Big Sur region. The 4,430- 
acre blaze in Los Padres National 
Forest was 55 percent contained 
Monday night. Full containment 
was predicted by Thursday.
Near the U.S.-Mexico border, 
the 14,720-acre Otay Mountains 
fire also was surrounded by fire 
lines.
In Santa Rosa, about 50 miles 
north of San F'rancisco, a fire 
charred 250 acres before it was 
contained Sunday evening. 
Flames threatened about 40 
structures — mostly homes — 
and residents were temporarily 
evacuated.
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FBI investigating leak of Jewell’s name
By Michael J. Sniffen
Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Sufiering a wave of 
public criticism, the FBI disclosed TYiesday 
that it has been investigating how its agents 
questioned Atlanta security guard Richard 
Jewell and whether they played a role in 
leaking his name as a suspect in the Olympic 
bombing.
FBI Director Louis J . Freeh announced in 
a written statement that he had opened the 
leak investigation Aug. 1 and the investiga­
tion of Jewell’s interrogation Sept. 27.
The Atlanta Journal identified Jewell, the 
security guard who first pointed out the 
satchel bomb to police, as a leading FBI sus­
pect on July 30, just three days after the 
blast killed one person directly and injured 
more than 100 others.
On Saturday, the Justice Department 
wrote a letter clearing Jewell, based on avail­
able evidence. In the nearly three months in 
between, Jewell did not work and was
besieged by agents and reporters.
But Jewell’s attorneys have complained 
that the FBI used trickery in interrogating 
their client without their being present.
They say FBI agents told Jewell they 
wanted his help making a training film for 
others who find bombs and gave him a 
Miranda warning, usually reserved for crim­
inal suspects, in the context of the purported 
training film interview.
“Each internal inquiry is being conducted 
by the FB I’s Office of Professional 
Responsibility and will seek to uncover all 
information pertaining to any possible 
improper actions by FBI employees,” Freeh 
said.
Noting that the bombing investigation 
involved 11 federal, state and local agencies 
and more than 200 people, Freeh said that on 
Aug. 1 he ordered an internal investigation 
“to determine the source! s) of a media story 
that appeared on July 30, 1996, naming
Mr. Richard Jewell as a suspect in the 
bombing.”
Freeh said he opened a second internal 
investigation on Sept. 27 “to determine the 
propriety of the manner in which the FBI 
questioned Mr. Jewell.”
Both inquiries are continuing, Freeh said.
Freeh added that he recently reminded all 
FBI employees again of their duty “to protect 
criminal justice information from improper 
disclosure.” He noted that he originally had 
told them in January 1994 that unauthorized 
disclosure of sensitive information will result 
in their termination, as well as possible pros­
ecution.”
“Improper conduct will not be tolerated in 
this or any other ca.se,” Freeh added.
No one has been identified as the source 
of the original leak of Jewell’s name, but 
some former Justice Department employees 
nevertheless have been critical of the FBI’s 
role. Few if any believe the FBI deliberately 
leaked the name; more frequently suggesting 
state or local agents as more likely to have 
leaked the information.
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with. Flashlights should be used 
in place of candles, lanterns or 
any open flame.
In Elk Grove, children also 
have the option of going to 
Lakeside to the 9th annual Trick 
‘R Treat Street. The admission 
price of canned goods goes to the 
Food for F'amilies organization. 
Many sponsors and volunteers 
have decorated 13 model homes 
into a safe Trick or Treat Street, 
donated - by Presley Homes, US 
HOME, and Lakemont Homes.
The children will be greeted at 
the doors by familiar cartoon and 
story characters, such as 
Superman, Bugs Bunny, and 
Barney Rubble.
“In a time where we as parents 
are apprehensive and people are 
moving into new area, this creat­
ed a safe environment and sets 
parent’s minds of ease,” Jan  
Jerome, one of the organizers of 
the project said.
Anti-Prop. 209 campaign uses 
Duke, KKK imagery in ads
By Burt Herman
Associated Press
SACRAMENTO, Calif. — 
Opponents of a campaign to dis­
mantle affirmative action pro­
grams in California began run­
ning a television ad Tuesday 
showing former Klan leader 
David Duke in a white robe in 
front of a burning cross.
The ad was unveiled a day 
after Bob Dole delivered an
impassioned defense of 
Proposition 209, and a week after 
the state GOP, bowing to legal 
threats, pulled a clip of Martin 
Luther King J r .’s “I Have a 
Dream” speech from ads support­
ing the ballot measure.
Tuesday’s $1 million ad cam­
paign features Duke at a debate 
last month at California State 
University-Northridge, where he 
argued in favor of the initiative to 
abolish race- and sex-based pref­
erences in state hiring.
“He’s not just another guy in a 
business suit,” the narrator says. 
"Don’t be fooled. David Duke did­
n’t come to California to end dis­
crimination."
The ad also pictures Duke with 
Newt Gingrich and Pat Buchanan 
as others who support the mea­
sure, as well as shows President 
Clinton and Colin Powell as 
opposing the initiative.
Supporters of the proposition, 
which polls indicate will pass next 
week, condemned the commercial 
as an act of “pathetic despera­
tion.” They have always dis­
avowed any connection to Duke, 
and stress that he was invited to 
the Northridge debate by a stu­
dent group.
Ward Connerly, chairman of 
the Proposition 209 campaign,
called the ad “a despicable rever­
sion to the discredited tactics of 
guilt by association.”
Supporters say the measure is 
the next step in creating a color­
blind society, while opponents say 
it is a thinly veiled attempt to 
scuttle affirmative action.
Legal experts caution that the 
actual effects of the initiative 
won’t be known until its constitu­
tionality is tested in the courts. 
Legal challenges are expected to 
delay implementation for years.
Campaigning in San Diego on 
Monday, Dole renewed his sup­
port for the measure, saying it 
“represents and applies America’s 
best principles.”
Until the presidential cam­
paign, Dole had supported affir­
mative action programs. “I 
changed my position. You have 
the right to do that,” Dole said 
Monday.
His endorsement of the initia­
tive was seen by many as an effort 
to close Clinton’s double-digit lead 
in the polls in California. In a 
recent Los Angeles Times poll, 
support for the initiative was 54 
percent, with 31 percent opposed 
and 15 percent undecided.
Also Tuesday, another group 
opposed to Proposition 209 began 
running radio ads featuring such 
celebrities as Ellen DeGeneres, 
Bruce Springsteen, Candace 
Bergen and Alfre Woodard.
“They say it prohibits discrim­
ination, but 209 will eliminate 
affirmative action for women and 
people of color,” Bergen says.
“That’s like the Ku Klux Klan 
calling itself The Martin Luther 
King Society.”*
O p e n  f o r b u s i n e s s
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Crews closer to containment, 
begin demobilizing force
Associoted Press
HKJ SLTR, Calif. — Rain aided 
firefighters Tuesday as they 
worked to gain on a 4,430-acre 
wildfire burning in steep terrain 
near Big Sur. Officials grew confi­
dent and aimed for full contain­
ment later in the week.
Rehabilitation work started 
with crews removing burned 
snags in an effort to “help the 
land come back,” said Cece 
Stewart of the U.S. Forest 
Service.
The fire burned through three 
distinct ecosystems; groves of 
giant redw’oods on the canyon bot­
toms, mountainside oak forests, 
and sage, chaparral and grass­
land near the peaks.
Officials continued to demobi­
lize crews, leaving 1,323
firefighters at the “Sur Fire” in
Los Cadres National f'orest. At its 
height, the fire w'as fought by a 
force of 3,000.
Many of the fire engines crews 
have been released, while more 
hand crew's have been added.
The blaze was 55 percent con­
tained with full containment 
expected Thursday.
Tuesday’s gains followed those 
on Monday when crews penetrat­
ed the interior of the fire to douse 
hot spots.
The blaze that broke out Oct. 
18 has cost $8 million to fight, 
with the figure expected to reach 
$12.3 million.
The cause of the fire remained 
under investigation.
The flames closed the Ventana 
Wilderness, Pfeiffer Big Sur State 
Park, and Andrew Molerà State 
Park to public access.
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Course liable rather than drunken golfer
ILY
By Robert Imrie
Associated Press
WAUSAU, Wis. — A golfer 
had 13 drinks before he tripped 
on his golf spikes and fell face 
first onto a brick path outside a 
clubhouse, breaking his jaw and 
shattering his teeth. But an 
appeals court Tuesday said the 
course was mostly at fault, for 
leaving gaps in the bricks.
Dale L. Larson — who need­
ed nine root canals, 23 crowns 
and had his jaw wired shut for 
months — was awarded $41,540 
in damages even though his own 
lawyer said it was rare for a 
drunk person to win a negli­
gence case.
The appeals court upheld a 
trial judge’s ruling that
Indianhead Golf and Recreation 
Inc. of Mosinee was 51 percent 
negligent because of its terra- 
lock brick ramp that led from the 
clubhouse bar.
Circuit Judge Vincent 
Howard said gaps in the bricks 
could have caused even a sober 
person to fall. The appeals court 
agreed the gaps were an initiat­
ing factor, especially since the 
ramp was built in 1976 to save 
$1,440 over a recommended 4- 
inch thick concrete slab.
Larson, wearing his golf 
spikes, fell on the ramp as he left 
the bar the night of May 16, 
1990. He argued the gaps were 
unsafe because a cleat caught in 
one, causing him to lose his bal­
ance. An asphalt surface was 
installed a year later.
A doctor testified Larson was
in a stupor, with a blood-alcohol 
level of 0.28 p*u‘cent 90 minutes 
after the accident. But Larson 
said he was not significantly 
impaired by the eight beers and 
five mixed drinks he had over a 
period of six hours before the 
accident.
Larson’s golfing partner, a 
former president of the golf club, 
testified that he noticed nothing 
unusual with Larson’s demeanor 
or balance and that Larson was 
able to walk back to the club­
house and then to a car and hos­
pital.
The 3rd District Court of 
Appeals found “ample evidence 
of Larson’s intoxication,” but 
said it was reasonable for the 
trial judge to conclude that 
Larson’s negligence didn’t exon­
erate the club from liability.
Stay informed. 
Read Mustang Oaily.
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Gates and friend give 
$25 million to Harvard
By Jon Marcus
Associated Press
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. — 
What’s $25 million between 
friends? If you’re Bill Gates, it’s 
enough to build a new computer 
science center at Harvard 
University with one of your best 
pals.
The contribution from Gates 
and Harvard classmate Steve 
Ballmer is the fifth-largest in the 
school’s history. The building — 
named for their mothers — will 
house the computer science and 
electrical engineering programs.
“What Harvard had as a facili­
ty — and 1 can say this, because 1 
was there a lot — was not a great 
facility,” Gates said Tuesday from 
Seattle. “It’s gotten better over 
the last years, but it’s not as 
strong as some of the other 
departments in the school.”
The gift “underscores the
growing importance of computers 
and information technology in 
education as well as in society,” 
said Harvard President Neil 
Rudenstine.
Gates, 41, is the nation’s rich­
est man, with an estimated for­
tune of $14.8 billion. Ballmer, 40, 
Microsoft’s executive vice presi­
dent for sales and support, report­
edly is worth $3.7 billion.
Ballmer and Gates, 41, lived in 
the same residence hall at 
Harvard in 1973. While Gates 
dropped out to start Microsoft, 
Ballmer graduated.
“I was sorry to have to leave,” 
Gates said. “Being an undergrad­
uate is a nice life. They feed you 
every day, and they make sure 
there are other people there your 
age tf) hang out with. But the 
Microsoft opportunity was one 
that had to be seized.”
Drug charges dropped against 
Stone Temple Pilots singer
Associated Press
PASADENA, Calif. — Cocaine and heroin 
charges were dropped Tuesday against Stone 
Temple Pilots lead singer Scott Weiland.
Municipal Court Judge Elvira Mitchell dis­
missed the drug possession case against Weiland 
citing the singer’s progress in a court-ordered drug 
rehabilitation program.
Weiland, 28, was recently released from Impact 
Drug & Alcohol Treatment Center in Pasadena. In 
April, Mitchell ordered Weiland to spend four to 
six months at the facility under 24-hour supervi­
sion.
Weiland was charged after sheriff’s deputies in
east Pasadena reported finding cocaine and heroin 
in his car and wallet in May 1995.
Weiland was originally sentenced to one year’s 
probation under the court’s drug diversion pro­
gram. But months into his probation, Weiland 
admitted to using drugs and was ordered to admit 
himself to Impact House.
The band was forced to cancel a summer con­
cert tour. Its third album, “Tiny Music ... Songs 
from the Vatican Gift Shop,” was released in 
March. “Purple,” released in 1994 and “Core,” 
released in 1992, each sold about 4 million copies.
Daily Sports...it*s hot!
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“Be cool, Dewey! As long as they’re quacking, 
we’re safe. When they stop quacking, then we 
start worrying about an attack.”
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TODAY’S GAMES
•  Women's Soccer vs. Oregon 
State @ Mustang Stadium, 7 
p.m.
TP.PAY’S GAMES
• There are no games tomorrow.
Don’t wait in line, get 
your tickets now
If you plan to attend any of the 
Cal Poly men's basketball games 
this season, you may want to 
think about getting your tickets 
in advance.
Cal Poly Athletics and AS I have 
developed a new policy that will 
enable students to pick up tickets i 
before game time to ensure I 
they'll have a seat for each | 
Mustang tipoff.
Crowds are expected to be 
larger than previous years and 
the policy is being implemented 
to make sure students will be 
able to attend the games.
Students are limited to two 
tickets apiece and must present a 
valid Cal Poly I.D. Tickets are 
available at the Rec Center Ticket 
Office.
Students can still use their 
I.D.’s to enter the games, but 
cannot be guaranteed a seat. Any 
tickets not secured by students 
will become available for public 
sale.
For more information on spe­
cific game tickets, contact the 
ticket office at 756-5806.
N
Ticker tape parade 
for Yankees
A NEW YORK (AP) - Hundreds of 
X  thousands of New York Yankee 
I fans released 18 years of frustra- 
O  tion Tuesday with an enormous 
blue-and-white ticker-tape 
A  parade through the "Canyon of 
|_ Heroes" for the World Series 
champions.
g  People scaled trees and hung 
out skyscraper windows for a 
I glimpse of the players who 
£  ended the longest championship 
p  drought in Yankee history.
The Yankees have won 23 
World Series titles, the most of 
any team in baseball.
Women’s Soccer
9  Team MPSF Oveiall
i  CS Fullerton 4-0-1 12-3-1
^  UC Irvine 4-1-1 10-6-2
Pacific 4-1-0 11-5-2
Cal Poly 3-3 9-7-1
North Texas 2-4 9-7
UCSB 2-4 4-12-1
Utah State 0-6 2-13
CAL POLY 
SPORTS HOTLINE
756-SCO R
By Franco Castaldini
Special to the Daily
With the departure of UNLV 
and San Jose State to the Western 
Athletic Conference (WAC), and 
the restructuring of teams for the 
upcoming season, the Big West 
Conference won’t be a huge jump 
for Cal Poly.
• IVIen^s B a s k e tb a ll A n a ly s is
Most college basketball pre­
view magazines have picked Cal 
Poly to finish last in the Western 
Division of the conference. Except 
for one magazine, which 1 tend to 
agree with more.
Dick Vitale’s College 
Basketball (yes, the same Vitale 
who said “Cal Poly...who the hell 
are they?” when criticjuing North 
Carolina State’s non-league sched­
ule last season) has Cal Poly fin­
ishing third in its division, ahead 
of Santa Barbara. Cal State 
Fullerton and UC Irv’ine.
Talk about cr change of heart 
for Vitale ( .Actually, Vitale only 
sponsors the magazine. He had 
nothing to do with the predic­
tions). Cal Poly head coach Jeff 
Schneider merely snickers at the 
iron> but he said he fe<‘ls that his 
tciam 'ould do even better than 
third.
At the conclusion of ( a^l Poly's 
open practice Oct. 19, Schneider 
spoke to the 400 sp(*ctators in 
Mott (iym.
“With our fan support, there 
isn't a team in the Big West we 
can’t beat,” Schneider said.
Lets take a look at the new 
Mustangs:
B ackcourt: Last season Cal 
Poly shot 42.6 percent as a team 
and 32 percent beyond the three- 
point arch. For Schneider, this 
wasn’t close to perfection. Five of 
the six recruits Schneider brought 
to Cal Poly are guards, raising the 
roster to a total of eight guards.
Cal Poly’s depth should give 
them one of the most versatile 
backcourts in the Big West.
Returning after a standout sea­
son is sophomore guard Ben 
Larson. Larson, who won the 
American West Conference Most 
Valuable Player of the Year in his 
first season, finished sixth in the 
nation in steals and bt*came the 
third freshman in NCAA history 
to break 100 steals for the season. 
With depth in the backcourt, look 
for Larson to spend more time 
relaxing on the bench this season 
rather than averaging 36.3 min­
utes a game.
Giving Larson some more 
breathing time will be a combina­
tion of Schneider’s new recruits.
“Ben Larson is no longer going 
to play 40 minutes,” Schneider 
said. “He’s going to be able to go 
full sp>eed for the time when he’s 
playing.”
The most watched newcomer to 
the team is freshman guard Mitch 
Ohnstad. Ohnstad earned the 
award of Minnesota’s best high 
school basketball player.
“It (winning the award) doesn’t 
put any pressure on me,” Ohnstad 
said. “This is the first time in my 
career that I’m going to be a role
player rather than the standout 
on the team.”
Freshmen guards Watende 
Favors and Mike Wozniak are 
both pure scorers who Schneider 
said he feels could make an imme­
diate impact to the team.
Judging by his performances 
during team practices, junior col­
lege transfer Rick Kinner has one 
of the hottest hands from beyond 
the arch. Kinner should fit per­
fectly into the team’s two-man 
position.
Senior Shanta Cotright will 
once again give Cal Poly a slash­
ing guard who can score inside or 
pull up for an outside jumper. 
Cotright led the team in scoring 
last season with 16.8 points a 
game.
Also returning for Cal Poly, is 
senior Colin Bryant. Bryant aver­
aged 15 points a game last sea.son.
Fron tcou rt: If there is one 
area the Mustangs have to be con­
cerned about it’s this one. In a con­
ference known for its strong for­
wards, Cal Poly lacks depth com­
pared to its Big West opponents. 
Six-foot-seven-inch Damien
Leves(pie r(*tiirns for his last sea­
son as a Mustang. Leves(]ue 
brings the most expc'rience to the 
young Cal Poly team and should 
lead the team’s frontcourt.
The unproven, but highly 
regarded, Russ Brvden adds 
strength in the middle and should 
fill Cal Poly’s need for a five-man. 
Look for 6-foot-9-inch Bryden to 
match up his 240-pound frame 
against opponents’ strongest 
frontcourt players. This will give 
Levesque more scoring opportuni­
ties, unlike last year when he was 
forced to match up with oppo­
nents’ five-man.
“Now that we have Joe 
(Madrid) and Russ (Bryden) here, 
it gives us a legitimate center,” 
Levesque said. “That should free 
me up a lot more this year.”
Sophomore forward Ross 
Ketchum, who just a year ago 
made the team as a walk-on, has 
the ability to post up inside and 
move outside for a three-point 
attempt.
Newcomer Joe Madrid adds 
some height to the team with his 
7-foot frame, but his lack of expe­
rience has Schneider considering 
redshirting the junior college 
transfer.
“It’s something that’s a possi­
bility," Schneider said.
Bringing excitement to the 
frontcourt will be sophomore for­
ward Stove Flemming. His aggres­
sive and tenacious attitude will 
spark the Mustangs both on and 
off the court.
Cal Poly made great strides 
improving the areas exposed dur­
ing last season. The holes have 
definitely been patched by 
Schneider and his coaching staff.
Knowing the system, the 
coaching staff, and the players 1 
believe Cal Poly won’t find them­
selves in the cellar, but competing 
for the Big West Championship.
And if that happens, Dick 
Vitale will be saying, “Cal 
Poly...Where did they come from?”
...
'% - M  , ~ i
Cal Poly forward Ross Ketchum drives the lane during a recent men's basket­
ball practice at Mott Gym /  Daily photo by Joe Johnston
1996 Men’s Basketball Schedule
Sat. Nov. 16 F ive  S ta r S p o rt (E x h ib itio n ) 7 p.m .
Fri. Nov. 22 S im o n  F ra s e r 7 p .m .
Sat. Nov. 23 C al S ta te  H a y w a rd 7 p .m .
Tues. Nov. 26 L o y o la  M a ry m o u n t 7  p .m .
Fri. Nov. 29 at Fresno State Tournament
Cal Poly vs. Liberty 5:30 p.m.
Fresno State vs. Northeastern 7:30 p.m.
Sat. Nov. 30 Fresno State Tournament TBA
Tues. D ec. 3 C al B ab tis t 7  p .m .
Sat. D ec. 7 A ir F o rce  A c a d e m y 1 p .m .
Sat. Dec. 14 at Univ, of Hawaii Tournament
Alabama-Birm. vs. Ball State TBA
Cal Poly vs. Hawaii T BA
Sun. Dec. 22 at George M ason 12 p.m.
Sat. Dec. 28 at Cal Tournament
Cal Poly vs. LaSalle TBA
Cal vs. Howard TBA
Sun. Dec. 29 Cal Tournament TBA
Sat. Ja n . 4 P o rtla n d 1 p .m .
T h u rs . Ja n . 9 N ew  M e x ic o  S ta te * 7 p .m .
Sat. J a n . 11 U .C . S a n ta  B arb a ra * 1 p .m .
T h u rs . J a n . 16 U .C . Irv in e* 7 p .m .
Sat. Ja n . 18 C al S ta te  F u lle rto n * 1 p .m .
T h u rs . Jan . 23 a t P a c ific * 7  p .m .
Sat. Jan. 25 at Long Beach State* 7:30 p.m.
Thurs. Jan. 30 at Utah State* 7 p.m.
Sat. Feb. 1 at Nevada* 7:30 p.m.
T h u rs . Feb. 6 B o ise  S ta te * 7 p .m .
Sat. Feb. 8 Id ah o * 1 p .m .
T h u rs . Feb. 13 L on g  B each  S ta te * 7  p .m .
Sat. Feb . 15 P a c ific * 1 p .m .
Tues. Feb. 18 Id ah o  S ta te 7 p .m .
Thurs. Feb. 20 at North Texas* 4 p.m.
Sat. Feb. 22 at U.C. Santa Barbara* 7:30 p.m.
Thurs. Feb. 27 at Cal State Fullerton* 7:30 p.m.
Sat. Mar. 1 at U.C. Irvine* 7 p.m.
Fri.-Sun. Mar. 7-9 at Big West Conference Tournament,
University of Nevada TBA
* Big West Conference Game Home games in BOLD
Something special is happening to this Fridays Sports section...
It s B IG G E R  th a n  ever before
